Introducing GET.invest
GET.invest is a European programme which
supports investment in decentralised renewable
energy projects. It works with project and
business developers, their associations, financiers
and regulators towards affordable, reliable and
sustainable energy for all. The programme
is supported by the European Union, Germany,
Sweden, the Netherlands and Austria.

GET.invest in a Nutshell
European multi-donor programme
Beneficiaries: private sector business and project
developers
Programme duration: until 09/2021
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THE CONTEXT
GET.invest is a joint undertaking of several European devel© Alliance for Rural Electrification

opment partners, namely the European Union, Germany,
Sweden, the Netherlands, and Austria. The programme is
one element of a wider effort by the EU and its member
states to channel resources towards meeting the development and climate agendas, such as the European Union’s
External Investment Plan, and Germany’s Marshall Plan with
Africa.
The programme is hosted on the multi-donor platform
GET.pro (Global Energy Transformation Programme),
implemented by GIZ. It builds on its predecessor, the Africa-

THE PARTNERSHIPS

EU Renewable Energy Cooperation Programme (RECP).

GET.invest delivers through strong partnerships. It works
hand-in-hand with national and international partners and
initiatives, in particular at the European level. To ensure a

RECP KEY RESULTS

good flow of information, and to build sustainable market
structures, the programme cooperates with industry asso-

—— Project Development Support:

ciations, at an international and a national level, in partner
countries and regions.
Besides partnerships with industry associations, GET.invest
draws on effective and flexible cooperation with a broad
range of other development programmes and initiatives,

—— 330+ applications by project developers
—— 50+ project and business developers
received advisory support
—— 17 projects successfully assisted in
accessing investment

such as the European Union’s Electrification Financing
Initiative (ElectriFI), and many others.

—— 34 national and international events with
more than 4,400 participants

By working hand-in-hand with financiers, it ensures their
requirements and expectations in terms of project proposals
are met.
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